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Interest in Mars is at an all time high.  For many
weeks leading up to and after August 27th or, the date
of opposition, record crowds flocked to observatories
for a look at Mars. Public enthusiasm was just as high
upon the landing on the two exploration rovers in
January 2004. Even after the media "dropped" the
event and moved on to other stories, the public re-
sponse was still strong.

It is suggested that such overwhelming public en-
thusiasm can be taken as good reason to seek a higher
level of government funding for the exploration of the
Red Planet.  Observations and impressions of the pub-
lic response to the 2003 close approach and explora-
tion rover landings on  Mars were taken from our af-
filiation with the Fernbank Science Center in Atlanta,
Georgia -- a museum which houses a well equipped
planetarium and observatory.

Fernbank staff produced an original planetarium
presentation entitled "Visions of Mars."  Due to over-
flow crowds, special extended showings were offered.
After the planetarium program, members of the public
were invited to the observatory for a look at Mars.  On

many evenings, centered around opposition, the obser-
vatory remained open from 9:00 p.m. until 5:30 a.m.
the following morning.  On each of these nights, we
estimate that at least 950 people saw Mars through our
telescope.  An important tool, the CCD video camera,
proved invaluable in preparing observers for their ac-
tual observation of  Mars.

The Mars mania continues.  Two Mars Exploration
Rovers were launched toward the Red Planet in the
summer of 2003. These probes, Spirit and Opportu-
nity, landed on Mars in January 2004 .
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